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I would like to expose a few ideas about creativity 

and taoism. The more I read, understand, practice 

the Eastern thoughts (macrobiotics, holistic 

health, yoga), the more I see them as complete, all 

embracing, universal, and also the more I understand 

my cultural heritage, its complexity, obscurity, 

contradictions. To get away from one’s culture is 

also to understand it better.

Chang Chung-Yuan presents in his book “ Creativity 

and Taoism “ a clear definition of creativity in 

the context of Taoism. He confirms the idea of a 

higher purpose of art. The artist searches for the 

nonbeing or reality which will benefit him/her as 

would meditation if he/she succeeds.

It is in this search (in Tao, or however defined in the 

West) that I find the validity of art.

Tao is invisible and unfathomable, but it is through 

its manifestations that all things are produced. 

This ultimate is creativity, creativity is Tao; and 

so to explain creativity is a verbal inconvenience. 

Actual creativity requires no intellectual 

explanation in terms of process; it is, rather, a  

mere intuitive reflection of things.

Duchamp speaks of the artist being the media; all 

his/her decisions in the artistic execution of the 



work rest with pure intuition. -no-method-

Jacques Maritain points out that there is a 

difference between oriental and occidental art: the 

former being intent on objectivity, the latter on 

subjectivity. However, at the root of the creative 

activity, there is a common experience, without 

parallel in logical reason, by means of which 

objectivity and subjectivity are obscurely grasped 

together.

Duchamp’s attitude seems very extreme; in such 

view point, there is no place for learning methods, 

schools of art. Is there even a place for certain 

forms of art such as self-portraits?

The differentiation between subjective and objective 

art is of importance. Our culture’s emphasis is 

on individuality; little care is given to the whole 

or context. It is a person’s emotions, feelings, 

unaffected by the external world, which govern.

Freud has amplified this separation, which is a 

separation from the unconscious, which he regards 

as a monster, a world of instincts. His concept of 

sublimation is a process that frees man from the 

monstruosities of the unconscious. With his sexual 

fixation (?), he explains creativity, sublimation as 

he change of the instinct, libido, which from sexual 

becomes culturally creative.

Jung has given all its value to the unconscious. 

Psychologically speaking it refers to reality 

as spiritual court. To reach the depth of the 

unconscious means to reveal the potentialities of 



the spiritual court.

The Taoist sees the ego as a hard core, which can 

be broken only by the energy of the unconscious, 

which penetrates it, turns it inside out. From the 

unconscious pure consciousness or light emanates. 

This derivation of light from the depth of the 

unconscious is not an analytical process. Logical 

understanding is foreign to it.

Tao is the ontological experience by which 

subjective reality are fused into one.

According to Taoism, there are two routes leading 

to enlightenment: ming or ontological insight, 

Ching or quiescence. Sympathy, creativity and peace 

deal with ming. One concept of sympathy was the 

Confucianist ideal of fellow-feeling, proceeding from 

the self to the selves of others. It is the process 

of expension from the egocentric consciousness 

to the consciousness of one’s fellow men. The 

individual expanded his love in gradated quantities, 

ultimately embracing the “ ten thousand things “. 

This sympathy is based on rational discrimination and 

differentiation. It is a concept of duty, “ ought to “, 

morals. The nature of the great sympathy according 

to taoism, is an intuitive and immediate path by means 

of nondifferentiation and nondiscrimination. The 

unification of subject and object, the knower and 

the known is achieved by immediate interaction. This 

path into the realm of nonbeing stresses intuition, 

prajna or sudden enlightenment. Intuitive knowledge 

is a private awareness of one’s innermost being. It 

is pure self-consciousness through direct, primitive 



penetration.

It manifest itself by the interfusion and 

interpenetration between the universe and all 

things.

Creativity is said to be tao. It is an intuitive 

reflection of things. The concept of creativity is 

of self-realization, it requires no instrumentality 

to effect its processes. Sympathy and creativity 

move together. Sympathy moves from all to one, 

creativity moves from one to all. Without sympathy 

there is no ground of potentiality to support 

creativity. Without creativity there is no means of 

actuality to reveal sympathy.

Peace-only when the absolute reality impresses 

itself upon our daily life in a lively manner - that 

is, through our activities - that our daily life gains 

its real value.

The artist reproduce an atmosphere from within, he/

she is said to have liberated him/her by entering 

into this rarer atmosphere. So it is true of the 

genuine admirer of the work.

The highest quality works are produced with the 

personal artistic experience and the ontological 

experience. Such work is a manifestation of the 

underlying harmony, Tao. This experience of no-

thought leads to the interfusion of subjective and 

objective reality. The artist who has reach this 

state of oneness can produce but a byproduct of 

this state.



The true artist is not concerned with the likeness 

of form, but aims at bringing forth the rythm that 

pulsate within it, then that is carried beyond to the 

beholder.

Plato talks of the “ artist “ as an imitator, someone 

who pretends to know all things when he/she is 

unable to analyze the nature of knowledge and 

ignorance and imitation. The real artist would be 

interested in realities and not in imitations.

Art is not mere technique or craft. Collingwood 

has defined art as the expression of emotion; he 

distinguishes between art and craft. Craft has an 

aim; it is always conceived in general terms with 

characteristics that could be shared and repeated. 

Craft implies a mean to an end; it is a planned 

activity which produces a work of a certain kind and 

of no other; it is the generalization of an object, a 

typical representation.

An art work has a content; its reality is self-

discovery, growth. There is much confusion between 

art and craft, technique, discharge of negative 

energies, therapy, entertainment.

The purpose of art making is the revelation of the 

spirit. When the spirit is not revealed in the form, 

what is carried by the form is not in action. What 

is in motion is revealed through form, but is itself 

not the form. When spirit is not in motion, it is the 

unrevealed reality in the form; when in motion, it 

vibrates in the vision of the beholder. In a work of 

art, the spirit is that which is in the form, which 

goes beyond it to the beholder.



It is with the realization of spiritual reality that 

expression is realized. With this realization the art 

media is not anymore limited, it does not imposes any 

conscious limitation. All measurements and rules 

are transcended when the artist has gained inner, 

deep freedom. The media becomes the creative agent 

for all forms. - no-method -

Our insistence on learning techniques, methods 

seems paradoxical. Even thought the technical 

ability is important, it will not transcend itself 

without an understanding of the purpose of the art 

and a search for such reality.

Chwang Tzu said: “ Heaven and Earth and I live 

together, and all things and I are one “. This unity 

in multiplicity is invisible and its emergence is 

not intentional but natural and spontaneous. The 

significance of unity rests upon the fact that 

infinite potentiality is manifest in particularity. 

This potentiality of universality are beyond the 

capacities of the individual creating. The unity within 

particularities are one and the same. Changeless 

within the ever-changing. Also named nonbeing and 

reality.


